“Giaz your kitchen up!”
From stuffing to gelato, 10 portions in 60 seconds!
SMART

CREATIVE

it stores and customizes
your parameters
linking them
to a bowl

it frees the chef’s imagination
allowing to get
different textures also in
a single portion

INNOVATIVE
internet connection for
easier software updates
and remote assistance

VERSATILE
8 different ascent/descent speeds,
12 of rotation of the blades,
up to 10 possible descents for
the best customization.
GIAZ adapts itself to the recipe
allowing “endless” combinations
of different textures

REVOLUTIONARY
the smartphone app shows
the exact number
of bowls in the freezer,
their content, the quantity
of available portions
and the expiry date
for each one

EFFECTIVE
it guarantees a perfect result
in terms of ice cream stability

ERGONOMIC

QUICK

innovative 45° opening
allows easy and
safe cleaning

up to 10 portions of about
80g in just 60 seconds

PROFESSIONAL
RESISTANT

Supplied bowl of 1.8 lt
or 1.3 lt (optional)
and compatibility with others
bowls on the market

entirely made
of stainless steel.
Made in Italy

ACCURATE

EASY TO USE/AFFORDABLE
it mills, whips, cuts
with the supplied blades.
(for a more accurate cutting
a sharper blade is available)

FLEXIBLE
it emulsifies at 1.8 bar,
with air flow or with no air

able to produce portions
of 20g or 80g,
and even of 140g

SAFE
innovative system avoids
release of the blades

QUIET
it guarantees a high level of silent,
thanks to the special design of the bladesand
the bowl inserted in the drawer

Giaz
HotmixPRO Giaz, the latest revolution brought to you by the HotmixPRO range of professional kitchen tools, renovates completely an already existing
technique - the reduction to puree of a frozen product- thanks to many innovative and intuitive technological solutions. lt can optimize the efficiency of
any kitchen, allowing to stock up any kind of frozen preparation and scrape/emulsify it later. lt is ideal for instant preparation of ice cream and sorbets,
as well as creams and emulsions, and it is a perfect managing and organizing system for all those recipes that are fit to be frozen and stocked in a
refrigerated piace.
Featuring extreme ease of use, practicality, power, quickness and comfort, HotmixPRO Giaz grants unequaled performances when compared to the
competition. The automated software system for production management allows the user to completely concentrate on what matters most: the kitchen
management and her creativity. In fact, not only HotmixPRO Giaz allows to optimize the production phase, by preparing everything in advance and
minimizing waste; it also offers a complete solution for organization and control, thanks to an innovative software that memorizes what has been stocked
and prepared, and how much.
The user will no more need to keep notes on what is in each beaker in the freezer. HotmixPRO Giaz will remind us how much of each preparation
is available, its preparation date and its expiry date; finally, it will set itself to the right parameters for that specific recipe, recognizing the content
automatically.

Accessories

Double-helix
whisking paddle

Cutting knife
Assembled blades group

Sharp double-helix
cutting knife for fresh foods*

Cutting knife
with titanium coating*

1,8 lt beaker

Universal lid
1,3 lt beaker*

Kit knife splitter*

(*optional)
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